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1. INTRODUCTION 
If A is an integral domain with the quotient field K, the group of divisibility 
G(A) of Л is a partially ordered group K*IU(A), where X* is the multiplicative group 
of К and U(A) denotes the group of units of A, with a U(A) ^ b U(À) if and only 
if ba~^ e A. The canonical map w^ : К -> G[Ä) u {oo} with w^(x) = oo if and only 
if X = 0 is called a semi-valuation. By using this map it is posible to determine several 
properties of A; for example, a domain A is quasi-local if and only if the inequality 
w^(x) < w^(j) implies w^(x + y) = w^(x) for every x, y, x + j e X* (see [9]). 
On the other hand, there are properties of integral domains which cannot be 
expressed in terms of properties of groups of divisibility; for example, the property 
"Л /5 a Bezout domain'' cannot be determined in terms of G(A) only. Moreover, 
for several properties of A we do not know if they are equivalent to some properties 
of G(v4), particularly the property "A is integrally closed''. (It should be noted that 
there is an error in the note in [3] after Corollary 9.) 
In [3] we introduced a method that enables us to determine some properties of 
a domain A by using the properties of G(A) and a special multivalued addition ©^ 
on G[A) which was substantially dependent on the addition on A. In this paper in 
Part 3 we continue an investigation of the relation between the properties of ©^ and A 
and, moreover, we do not assume, in general, that a multivalued addition on G(A) 
is constructed using the addition on A. 
In Part 4 we show the proof of the result of R. L. Pendleton that was mentioned 
without any proof in [9]; namely, that the only directed orders on the group Z of 
integers which produce groups of divisibility are the two obtained by taking as posi­
tive elements either Z+ or Z_ . 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC FACTS 
In this paper all rings and groups are commutative integral domains and abelian 
groups. 
The main tool in this paper is a special partially ordered group, called a d-group, 
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which was introduced by T. Nakano [8]. In order to make this paper self-contained 
we repeat some basic facts about d-groups (see [8], [3], [5]). 
A d-group is a partially ordered group (G, •, ^ ) with an element oo ф G which 
admits a multivalued addition @ such that 
{]) (x@ ß ^ ß@a, 
(2) a@(ß@o) = {a®ß)@o, 
(3) ae ß @ ô implies ß e a @ ô, 
(4) oc.{ß@ö) = a,ß®oc.o, 
(5) со e ос @ ß if and only if a = j5, 
(6) ОС, ß '^ Ö and сое ОС @ ß imply œ ^ ô, 
(7) a@ß Ф0, 
for any a, ß, ô e G. 
We set G+ = G^ = {ae G : a ^ IG = 1}. If G is a d-group, a subset J ç G> 
is called an m-ideal of G+ provided that ос ® ß ^ J, ос. œ e J, for any a, ß e J, 
coE G + . For a d-group G we say that G+ is integrally closed in G if for elements 
«0, . . . , a„ e G+, ^ G G, such that 
it follows that ^eG+. 
A subgroup Я of a d-group G is called d-convex if it is convex and H . G+ © 
@H.G+=-H.G+, Any directed convex subgroup (i.e. an o-ideal in G) is d-convex 
([8], Lemma 5) and for any d-convex subgroup Я of G it is easy to see that the factor 
group G/Я plus the infinity element oo = ооЯ becomes a d-group with respect to 
the addition 
аЯ ©^ /?Я = (аЯ © ßH)lH 
and the factor ordering. 
Further, a d-convex subgroup Я of G is prime if ocH > ßH implies аН © ^ ßH = 
= {ßH}. For a d-group G we denote by G:(G) (^t(G), T)(G)) the set of all d-convex 
(directed prime d-convex, directed d-convex, respectively) subgroups of G. 
If G. Gl are d-groups with additions ©, ©i , respectively, a map / of G u {oo} 
in Gl u {ooj is called a d-homomorphism i f / i s an order homomorphism (o-/?omo-
morphism) and 
f{a@ß)s^f{a)@J{ß), 
f{ô) = 00 if and only if д = со ; 
/ i s called a d-epimorphism if it is an order epimorphism {o-epimorphism) and for 
Ô G/(a) @if{ß) there exist ai , ß^ e G, œ e a^ ® ßi such that /(со) = (5, /(a^) = a, 
/ ( ^ j — ß-^ and / is called a d-isomorphism if it is an order isomorphism (0-/50-
morphism) and 
/ ( a © / ? ) = / ( < x ) e i / ( ^ ) , 
/ ( с о ) = CO ; 
in this case we write G = Gj. 
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A d-group G is called a Prüfer d-group if for any H e Ш(G), GJH is totally ordered. 
For any lattice ordered group G (i.e. an l-group), G u {00} is a Prüfer d-group 
with respect to the addition 
a © ^ ß = {coEG:(XAß = aACO = ßAco}, 
where a A ß — inf (a, ß) (see [8], [5]).. 
For a field K, a map w from К onto a partially ordered group G with an element со 
is called a semi-valuation provided that for every x,y еК, the following relations 
hold. 
(i) w{x . y) = w{x) + w{y), 
(ii) w(x + 3') > Ô for every ô e G such that ô ^ w(x), ö ^ ^(j^), 
(iii) w(x) = 00 if and only if x = 0. 
In this case, Ä(W) = {x e К : w(x) ^ 0} is a subring in К and there exists an o-iso-
morphism f of G onto G(A(\v)) such that fw = w^(^). 
Following I. Kaplansky [2] we say that a ring Л is a GCD-domain if each pair 
of nonzero elements of Л has a greatest common divisor in A, i.e. G[A) is an 1-group. 
3. SEMI-VALUATIONS AND d-GROUPS 
In [3] it has been shown that using a special multivalued addition ©^ defined on 
the divisibility group G{A) of A using the addition + on Л it is possible to describe 
some algebraic properties of A. Namely, for w^{a), w^(b), wJ^c)eG{À) we set 
wj^c) e w (̂(2) ©^ w^(b) if there exist w ,̂ 1/2 e U{Ä) such that с = au^ + bu2-
In this section we say that a map w of a field К onto a d-group (G, ©) is a d-
valuation if for every a, b e К the following relations hold. 
(a) w(a . b) = w(a). w(b), 
(b) w(a + b) e w{a) © w(b), 
(c) w(a) = 00 if and only if a — 0. 
It is easy to see that every semi-valuation w is a d-valuation with a d-group (G(^(vv)), 
®yi(w)) ^̂ '̂ ?̂ conversely, every d-valuation w with a d-group G is a semi-valuation 
with a group G, since w(ä! -f- b) e w(a) © w(b) implies the property (ii) in virtue of 
the property (6). 
If Wi, W2 are d-valuations on a field К with d~groups G ,̂ G2, respectively, we set 
>̂ 1 è >̂ 2 if there exists a d-homomorphism / of G^ onto G2 such that fw^ = W2. 
Further, if Л is a ring with the quotient field K, we denote by w^ the canonical 
d-valuation with a d-group {G(A), ©^). 
Now, if w is a d-valuation on К with a d-group G, for Я G Œ(G) we set 
/?ДЯ) = { X G Â : : W ( X ) G H . G + } . 
Since for X, .V E R^(H), W(X . j ) = w(x) . w{y) e H . G+, w(x + y) e w{x) © w{y) Ç 
^ H . G+ @ H. G+ = H . G+ hold, we obtain that Т^ДЯ) is a subring in К and 
since w(l) = 1, 1 G R^{H) holds. We set К{{1}) = R^. 
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Moreover, the following proposition holds. 
Proposition 3.1. Let C^, G2 be d-groups,f : G^ -^ G2 a d-homomorphism, and let w 
be a d-valuation on a field К with a d-group G^. Then fw is a d~valuation. If we 
suppose that He^{Gi), Kerf ^ H and f is a d-epimorphism, it follows that 
/ ( H ) G C : ( G , ) and R^{H) = Rf4f{fi))' 
Proof. It is clear that /w is a d-valuation. Suppose t h a t / i s a d-epimorphism and 
K e r / ^ H. Then f{H) is a convex subgroup in G2. Let a, ß e G2 , 0^,62 e H, then 
for S ef{ôi)a ©2/(^2) ß there exist ai,ß^eGi, y^, 72 e K e r / ç Я, yeG^ such 
that 
у e y,oc,ô, 0 1 у2̂ 2̂̂ 2 ^ H,Gt ®iH .Gt = H,Gt 
and f{y) = Ô. Thus, Ô ef{H ^ Gt) ^ f(H). G^ and / ( Я ) e C:(G2). Let x e К„(Я). 
Then M/(X) 6 Я . Gj' and fw{x) Ef{H . G+) ç / ( Я ) . Gj and x e RfM{H)). Con­
versely, for X e Rf^{f{Hy) we have/w(x) е / ( Я ) . G2 and since K e r / ^ Я we obtain 
w(x) 6 Я . Gi^ Thus, 7?,,(Я) = RfMW)' 
Corollary 3.2. / / vv is a d-valuation on a field К with a d-group G and if for 
H e Œ(G) we denote by w^j the composition of w and the canonical map G -> GJH, 
we have JRW(^) "= ^w^-
Proposition 3.3. Let w be a d-valuation on К with a d-group G and let H e ̂ {G), 
A = Я^(Я). Then w^i й WA­
FT oof. Let a = WA(X)E G(A) and let / ( a ) = WH{X). Since ЯДЯ) = R^^, for 
и e U(A) we have W^(M) = 1 and the definition of/ is correct. For y e a @A ß there 
exist X, y, z € K, Wi, «2 e и{А), such that w^(x) = a, vv^(j) = ß, WA{Z) = 7, Z = 
= xwi + yu2- Hence, 
f{y) = Wu{z) E WH{XU,) e ^ >Уя(^^2) = WH{X) ®^ W^iy) , 
a n d / ( a ©^i^) £ / ( a ) ©" / (A) , where ©~ is the factor addition on GJH. Now, for 
a e G(A)+ we have a = w^(x), x e Л = jR̂ ,̂̂ ,̂ and W;j(x) e [GIH)+. Thus, / ( a ) ^ L 
It follows that / is a d-homomorphism and fw^ == W/j. 
If Ф, ©1 are additions on a partially ordered group G, we set © ^ ©^ if a © j^ ^ 
Ç a ©1 Д for every oc, ß E G. With this notation it is easy to see that if w is a d-valu-
ation on a field К with a d-group (G, ©) and Л = Ry^{H) for some Я E (!t(G), the 
addition ©^ is the smallest addition on GJH such that w^ is a d-valuation. 
Proposition 3.4. Let w be a d-valuation on К with a d-group G and let H E X)(G). 
Then R^{H) is a quotient ring of R^. 
Proof. By Cor. 3.2, R,,{H) =-- R^^^. Since Я is an o-ideal in G, by [6]; Theorem 
2.1, i^^j, is a quotient ring of R^. 
For rings A, В in di fixed field iC we say that В is we// centred on A, if A ^ В and 
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в = A. U{B\ i.e. the canonical map / : G{A) -- G{B) defined by /(w^(x)) = WB(X) 
is an o-epimorphisra. 
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a ring with the quotient field К and let H be a convex sub­
group in G = G(A). Then GJH is a group of divisibility of a ring В in K, such that В 
is well centred on A if and only if H e (î (G, ©^). 
Proof. Suppose that there exists a ring В such that A я В a K, G(B) = GJH 
and В is well centred on A. Then Я = {w^(x) : x e IJ{B)]. Let a, Д e G+, у e H, 
ft) e a ©^ ßy. Then there exist a,b e A, u^, U2E U(A), с e U(B) such that w^(au^ + 
+ bcu2) = ft), ^A{^) = ^^ ^л(^) = ß-> ^л(0 = У- Thus, aui + focw2 ̂  В and there 
exist у G Î7(B), Z G Л such that au^ + bcw2 = l'̂ - Thus, œ ^ w (̂3;) G H and Я G 
eG(G,©^)by[8]. 
Conversely, let Я G ^ ( G , ©^). Then w = fw^ is a d-valuation and we set В = R^. 
By Cor. 3.2, Б = î H-̂ Ĉ ) and A ^ B,FOYXGB there exist a G Л, Ь G X such that x = 
= a .b, w'̂ (b) G Я and w(b) - L Thus, Ь G U{B) and Б - Л [/(Б). 
We note that there exists a divisibility group G with a nondirected convex subgroup 
Я such that GjH is a group of divisibility (see [4]). 
The following proposition is a generalization of [3], Proposition 5. 
Proposition 3.6. Let A be a ring with the quotient field К and let H e ^(G(Ä), @^). 
/ / ©~ is the factor addition on G(A)IH, there exists a ring В in К that is well centred 
on A and {G{B), ©ß) ^ {G{A)IH, ®~). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.5, Б = КДЯ) is well centred on A, where w = w ,̂ and the 
map/defined by/(wß(x)) = Wi^[x) is an o-isomorphism. Let x, y, z e KbQ such that 
Wß(z)EWß(x)@ßWß(y). Then there exist UI,U2GU{B) such that z = xu^ + yu2 
and since W(U(B)) = Я, we have w(z) e w(x) C0| ©^ w(y) W2 for some ft)j, ft>2 G Я. 
Thus, w{z) H G w(x) Я © ̂  w[y) Я and since w(x) H = f Wß[x), we obtain 
/(и^вС )̂ ®B ^в{у)) ^ f ^B{^) © ^ / ^^в{у) • 
Conversely, for f Wß(z) ef Wß{x) @^ f Wß(y) there exist Ui,U2eU(ß) such that 
w(z) G W(A'WI) ©^ w(yu2) and Wj3(z) G Wß(x) @в Wß(y). 
Now, let w be a d-valuation on a field X with a d-group G and let Я G T)(G). For 
an m-ideal J in G + we set 
M^{H, J) = {XGK: W{X) EJ.H]. 
Then M^(H, J) - M is an ideal in R^{H). In fact, let y e M, xe R^{H). Then 
w(xy) = w{x), w(y) e J . H . G+ . H ^ J . H and x . y e M. For x, y e M we have 
w(x - y)Ew{x) @ У^{у) ^ J ' H @ J , H. Then there exist ^1, (̂ 2 G Я, 7i, 72 e / 
such that w(x — 3̂ ) e yi^i © 72<̂ 2- Since Я is directed, there exist Q^, Q2, e G Я+ 
such that <5i = ^ie~S (̂ 2 = Q2^~^- Then 
w(x - y)E8~\y,Qi ©yiQi) ^{J ® J)e'^ Ç Js-' Ç / . Я , 
and X — j ; G M. 
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It is easy to see that 
M^{H, J) = МД{1}, J ) . R^{H) . 
Proposition 3.7. Let w be a d-valuation on a field К with a d-group (G, ©) and 
let H e ^ ( G ) . / / H is prime, RJH) is a quasi-local ring. Conversely, z/ ф = 0 ^ 
for A = R^ and if R^(H) is quasi-local, H is prime. 
Proof. First we suppose that H ~ {1} and G is a local d-group, i.e. a > ß implies 
a @ ß = {ß}. Then J = {ae G : a > 1} is the greatest m-ideal in G+ and it is 
easy to see that МД{1}, J) is the greatest ideal in A. To consider the general case 
we observe first that if Я is prime, GJH is a local d-group and R^iH) = R^^. By the 
first part of this proof, R^^^ is quasi-local. The converse part follows directly from 
[3]; Prop. 7. 
We note that there exist a local d-group G and H e 6 (̂G) that is not prime. In fact, 
let Л be a quasi-local ring which contains at least three noncomparable prime ideals 
Pi , P2, P3 c: M, where M is the maximal ideal of A, We set S = A - (P^ u P2) Ф 
Ф и (A) and let H be an o-ideal in G = G{A) such that G{As) = GJH. Then (G, ©^) 
is a local d-group and since As is well centred on yl, by Lemma 3.5 we obtain that 
H e ^(G, ©^). Since As = i^w^C^) î  ^^^ quasi-local, it follows that H is not prime. 
Proposition 3.8. Let w be a d-valuation on afield К with a d-group (G, ©) and let 
Я e (1(G). If R^{H) is a Prüfer domain, GJH is a Prüfer d-group. The converse 
holds if © = ©^ for A = R^. 
Proof. First, let Я = {1} and let Я e 9Jl(G, ©) - m{GlH). Then for a, ß e G 
we have oc @^ß Я: a @ ß and by [8]; Lemma 6, R e Ш{С, ©^). By [3]; Proposition 
7, there exists a prime ideal P in yl such that Gl H = G(Ap). Since A is Prwfer, GJH 
is totally ordered and G = GJH is a Prüfer d-group. 
Now, we consider the general case. By Corollary 3.2, Ry,{H) = R^^^ and Wju is 
a d-valuation on К with a d-group GJH. By the first part, GJH is a Prüfer d-group. 
Conversely, let © = ©^ and let H E(i{G) be such that {GIH, ©~) is a Prüfer 
d-group, where © " is the factor addition on GJH. By Lemma 3.5, В = КДЯ) is 
well centred on A. Let M be a maximal ideal in В and let Я be an o-ideal in GJH 
such that G{Bj^) = {GlH)JH. If we identify G{B) and GJH, by Prop. 3.6 we obtain 
that © ^ = ®ß. Since B^ is quasi-local, by [3]; Proposition 7, we have Я е 
em{GlH, ©~). Since GJH is a Prüfer d-group, XG\H)\H is totally ordered and B^ 
is a valuation ring. Hence, Б is a Prüfer domain. 
It should be observed that in the case © ф ©^ the converse implication need 
not hold in general. In fact, let Л be a GCD-domain that is not Bezout, i.e. A is not 
a Prüfer ring. Let G =•• (G{A), ©^) and let w — w^. Since 
w(x + У)Е W{X) © 4 w{y) cz w{x) ©^ w(y) , 
w is a d-valuation with a d-group G. Then G is a Prüfer d-group and A is not a Prüfer 
ring. 
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Moreover, the condition © = ©^ is not necessary in the converse implication. 
Indeed, let w be a d-valuation in the field Q of rational numbers with a d-group 
G - (Z, © J such that R^ = Z^^y Since (1(G) = {{0}}, R,,{E) is a Prüfer domain, 
but ©^ Ф ©^.^ (0 G 0 ©,„ 0 - 0 ©^.^ 0). 
Proposition 3.9. Let w be a d-valuation on afield К with a d-group (G, ©) and let 
HE (1(G). If {GJH)^ is integrally closed in GJH, R^{H) is integrally closed in K. 
The converse holds if @ = ©^ for A = R^. 
Proof. Let xeK Ы such that there exist ^o, ..., a„eR^(H) with x""*'̂  = <7o + 
+ a^x + ... + a„x". Then w{ai) EH .G^ and W(Ö,) Я ^ Я in GJH. Since 
w{xy^' E w{ao) © ... © w{a„) w(x)", 
we obtain 
(w{x) НУ^'Е w{ao) Я © ~ ... © ~ {w{a„) H) (w(x) Hf 
and w(x) H ^ H (@^ is the factor addition on G/Я). Thus, н'(х) e Я . G+ and x G 
6Й„,(Я). 
Conversely, let © = ©^ and let В = Rj^H) be integrally closed in K. We suppose 
that for ^E G there exist (XQ, ..., OC^E G such that afl ^ Я and 
( с Я ) " + ^ б а о Я © ^ . . . © ^ а , ( ^ " Я , 
where © " i s the factor addition on GJH. If we identity G(B) and GJH, by Prop. 3.6 
we obtain ©^ = ©~ and there exist ^o, ..., a„EK, a EK, UQ, ..., U„E U[B) such that 
w,,{a,) = a.^H , w^(a)^UHy-'', 
a = 00^0 + •. . + anU,j . 
Let ^ = vv(x). Oil = ^(di), w(ai)(Oi = ai^' for som.e COIEH = w((7(ß)). Then there 
exist Vi E и (A), y, Vj e U{B) such that 
at = VidiX'yi, a = x" + V -
Thus, 
X' И+1 __ Vodoyoy î̂̂ o + ••• + МпУ«У ^w-nX", 
and since v^dfyiy'^Ui E B, we have x e 5 . Therefore, w^(x) =^ Щ ^ H and (GJH)+ 
is integrally closed. 
For every d-valuation w on a field К with a d-group (G, ©), the inclusion 
(£(G, ©) c: (^(G, ©^) 
holds for A = R^. It should be noted that, in general, the inclusion is proper. In 
fact, let A — Z\X, У] and let Я be a nôndirected convex subgroup in G = G (̂̂ ) 
that is considered in [8]; Appendix 4. Since GJH is a group of divisibility of a domain 
В in the quotient field К of A such that В is well centred on A, it follows that Я e 
e ($̂ (G, ©^). Since G is an 1-group and Я is not directed, Я is not an 1-ideal in G and 
Hф(^{G, © J (see [8]). Thus, (£(G, © J Ф (I(G, ©^). 
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4. DIRECTED ORDERS ON Z 
J. Ohm announced in [9] without any proof a result of R. L. Pendleton that the 
only directed orders on the group Z of integers which produce groups of divisibility 
are the two obtained by taking as positive elements either Z^ or Z_, In this part we 
shall prove this result. 
First, we show a method based on the notion of a d-group that enables us to 
construct examples of partially ordered groups which are not groups of divisibility. 
For a partially ordered group G we denote 
[a, i5] = {7 G С : 7 ^ a, î } 
for (X, ß E G, and the symbol a || ß denotes that a is incomparable with ß. 
Proposition 4.1. Let G be a partially ordered group such that there exist a, ß e G+ 
with the properties 
(1) ОС A ß does not exist in G, 
(2) for every ^ E G+, ^ \\ oc, ß, there exists со e [a, ^] such that œ || <̂ . 
Then it is not possible to define a structure of a d-group on G and G is not a group 
of divisibility. 
Proof. Suppose that G is a d-group with respect to a multivalued addition @. 
Then for a, ß E G+ we have 
a@ß^{yEG^'. [a, ß-] = [ос, у] = [ß, у]} . 
Let a, ß E G+ be such that (l), (2) hold and let ^E oc ф ß. И ^ й ос, WQ have ^ e 
E [a, (̂ ] = [a, ^ ] . For со e [a, ß^ we obtain in virtue of (6) from the definition of 
a d-groiip that ^ ^ ш and (̂  = a л ^, a contradiction. If ^ > a, we have a e [(̂ , a] = 
= [a, ^] and a = ОС A ß, a contradiction. Thus с || oc and analogously, с || ß- In 
virtue of (2), there exists œ E [a, ß] such that œ || ĉ , and on the other hand, (6) yields 
(̂  ^ Ш, a contradiction. Thus a ф ^ = 0 and it is not possible to define a multi­
valued addition on G. 
The following examples show that there exist partially ordered (directed) groups 
which satisfy the conditions of 4.L Example 1 is the first example of a directed partial­
ly ordered group that is not a group of divisibility, which was pubhshed by P. Jaffard 
[1], Example 2 was published in [7]. 
E x a m p l e 1. Let G = {(a, b) : a, b E Z, a + bis even}. The operation and ordering 
in G are defined component-wise. We set a = (4, 2), ß = (3, 3). It is clear that a л jÖ 
does not exist in G. Let ^ || a, ß. Then 
(̂  G {(x, 1), (1, x), (0, 3;), (>', 0), (a, b)} , 
where x is odd, y even and 2 ^ a < 4, Ь > L Then one of the following possibilities 
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occurs: 
^ | | ( 0 , 2 ) , ( 2 ,0 ) , ( 1 , 1),(3, l ) e [ a , / ? ] 
and a, ß satisfy (1), (2). 
E x a m p l e 2. Let G = Z Sind set 
P = (x G Z : X = 0 or X ^ 2} . 
Then P is a set of nonnegative elements for some directed ordering on Z. We set 
(X ~ 4, ß =--- 5. It is clear that a, ß satisfy (1). Moreover, there is no element ^ e P 
such that с || oc-, ß and a, ß satisfy (2). 
On the other hand, it should be observed that there are directed partially ordered 
groups which are not groups of divisibility and which do not satisfy the conditions 
of 4.1. 
Example 3. Let G = Z x Z x Z and define a directed order relation on G in 
the following way. 
i^^ 3^ z) й (^1, Уи ^i) iff (^ < ^'i and у S j i ) or 
(x ^ Xi and y < У1) or (x = x^ and y = yi and z = Zj). 
By [9]; Theorem 5.3, G is not a group of divisibility. Suppose that a = (g^, a^), 
ß = {ff2^^2)^G+ (ffi^^ X ^) satisfy (1), (2) from 4.L Let с e Z, с Ф a^, a2. 
Then (̂  = (g^, c) || a, ß. The condition (2) implies the existence of an element œ = 
= (r, i;), ^ G Z X Z, such that со || (J, со G [a, ^ ] . Thus t ^ g^ A 02 < gi and со < (̂ , 
a contradiction. 
Unfortunately, in the case of Example 3 we do not know if it is possible to define 
a multivalued addition on G. 
In the rest of this paper we deal with directed orders on Z 
Proposition 4.2. Let ^ be a directed order relation on Z with the family P of 
positive elements. Then either P ^ Z+ or P ^ Z_ and P has only a finite number 
of atoms. A set {mj, ..., m j ^ Zj^[Zj) is the set of all atoms for some directed 
ordering on Z if and only if 
(1) g.c.d. {mi, ..., m j - 1, 
(2) mi Ф a^m^ + ... + ai^^mi^^ + ai + ^mi + i + ... + a„m„ for every a^ G 
EZ+{Z_), i = 1, . . . , П. 
Proof. We admit that P ф Z+, P ф Z_. Then there exist m.neP such that 
m < 0, П > 0, where ^ is the classical ordering on Z Let n^ be the least element 
in Z+ such that n^eP, then m + n^ < n^, m -{- n^ e P, a contradiction. We may 
assume that P ^ Z+. Let kp be the least element in Z+ such that kp Ф 0, /cp G P. 
Since ^ is directed, there exists a e P such that b = a + 1 e P. We consider the 
following family of kp + 1 elements of P : 
kpa, (kp — i) a + b,..., a + (kp — l) b, kpb . 
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For q ^ kpb there exist n, z e Z+ such that 
q = kp . n -\- z , 0 ^ z < kp . 
Since a . kp ^ a . kp -{- z < b , kp, WQ have a . kp -\- z e P and q = (a . kp ~\- z) + 
+ (n - a) .kpE P. Hence, there exists a least element Пр in Z+ such that ^ e P for 
every q ^ Пр. 
Now, let 
m^ < m2 < .. . < m„ < .. . 
be an infinite family of atoms in P. Then there exists n such that т„ — m^ ^ Пр 
and in this case we have m,, >• m^, a contradiction. Thus, in P there is only a finite 
number of atoms m^ < ... < m„. If m is the unique atom in P, we have q Ъ m 
for every ^ e P. If m Ф 1, there exists an element q that is the least element in Z+ 
with q e P and for which there exists n ^ 0 with ?im < q < (n + 1) m. In this case 
we have q — m e P and q ~ m < q, (n -• 1) m < q — m < nm, a contradiction. 
Thus m = 1 and P = Z+. 
Now, let {mj, ..., m„} a Z+ be the set of atoms for some directed ordering on Z 
with the set P of positive elements. We show that 
( + ) P - {a^mi + . . . + a^m^ '.a^eZ^] . 
Indeed, let qeP and set 
T = {(а^, ..., a^) G Z+ '. q^ «i Wi + .. . + a,,m„} 
with the component-wise ordering. Let (a^, ..., a„) e T be a maximal element of T. 
If q Ф a^m^ + ... + a„m„, there exists I ^ } ^n such that 
q — (a^m^ + . . . + «„mj ^ m^ , 
and(<2i, ..., üy) < (a^, ..., fly + 1, ..., а„)б T, a contradiction. Thus q = flim^ + ... 
. . . + fl„m„. Since 1 e P — P, we have 1 = а^т^ + ... + ajn^ for some 
üiG Z and, especially, g.c.d. (ш^, ..., m,J = 1. If m,- = а^т^ + ... + a,..^mi^^ + 
+ ai + imi + 1^ + ... + a,,w,j for some ajeZ+, then we have ш^ -< m^ for /c Ф / 
such that flfc Ф 0, a contradiction. 
Conversely, let {m^, ..., m,,} c: Z+ be a family satisfying (1), (2) and let P be 
defined by ( + ). Since P + P ^ P, P n ( ~ P ) - 0, Z - P - P, the set P is the set 
of positive elements for a directed ordering ^ on Z. We suppose that 0-< ^ ^ m ,̂ 
q — flimi + .. . + a„m„. Then 
( ~ a i ) mi + .. . + (1 — üi) m^ + .. . + ( —a„) m„ e P 
and in virtue of (2) it is easy to see that ai = 1, ÜJ. = 0, к ф i. Thus, m^ is an atom 
in P and it is clear that {m^, ..., m J is the set of all atoms in P. 
In what follows we denote by ^ a directed ordering on Z with the family 
{nil, •••> ^n} ^ ^+ of all atoms in the set P of nonnegative elements. 
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(4.3) There is no proper o-ideal in (Z, ^ ) . 
Indeed, let H be an o-ideal in (Z, ^ ) , Я Ф {0}, and let m^, ..., m^ be all atoms 
of P which are contained in H. Then 
H + =-- {а^т^ + .. . 4- üfnit : a^ e Z+} . 
For, qEH+ ^ P fulfils q = ß^imi + .. . + ö„m„. If a, > 0 for t < j ^ n, then 
0 -K mj -K q and since Я is convex, we have nij e Я, a contradiction. 
Now, let q E Z. Then ^ = а^т^ + . . . + a,m„ for some ö ^ e Z and there exist 
b^, ,.., b^e Z+ such that 
t n 
J\ (üi + bi) m,- + X! ^ß^j ^ ^p ' 
i = i j=t+i 
where Пр is from the proof of 4.2. Then Ь^т^ + .. . + b̂ m^ e Я and in the factor 
group (Z, ^ ) / Я we have 
П f n 
q + H = Yu ^i^i + H = Y,{ai + b,) m^ + ^ ajnij + H ^ H . 
i = 1 i = 1 J = t+i 
Therefore, ((Z, ^ ) /Я)+ = (Z, ^ ) / Я and Я --= Z. 
(4.4) There is only a finite number of pairwise incomparable elements in P. 
Indeed, if X = {x^, X2, ...} is an infinite family of pairwise incomparable elements 
of P, there are indexes i,j such that x,- > Xj + Пр and we have x,- >- Xj, a contra­
diction. 
(4.5) / / (Z, ^ ) /5 (7 group of divisibility of a domMin A, A is a local ring and 
dim A = 1. 
Indeed, if J is an ideal in A, we set 
X = {w^(x): X e J, w^(x) is minimal in w^(j)} . 
By 4.4, X is finite, Z =̂  {w^(xi), ..., w^(x5)}. Then (x^, ..., x )̂ ^ J. Let x e J. 
Since (P, ^ ) satisfies d.c.c, there exists 1 й i ^ s such that W4(x) ^ vv^(x/) and we 
have X = x,a e J for some a e A, Hence, J is finitely generated and A is Noetherian. 
By 4.3, A is a local ring and dim A = 1. 
Now, we suppose that G = (Z, ^ ) is a group of divisibility of a domain A with 
the quotient field K, By 4.5, there is a unique prime ideal M in ^ . Let t; be a valuation 
on the field К with a valuation ring P^ and maximal ideal M^ such that 
Л Ç P„ , My n Л = M . 
By [10]; Appendix 2, Prop. 2, 
dim V + dim^ t; ^ dim Л , 
where dim v is the rank of v and dim^ i; is the transcendental degree of the field 
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RJM\, over the field AJM. Since dim A = 1 :^ dim v, we have 
dim^ t' = 0 . 
It follows that г; is a prime Л-divisor of a field К and by [10]; Appendix, Corollary 2, 
I? is a discrete rank 1 valuation. We may assume that С(Р^,) = ( Д =)• For wjx) e G 
we set a(w^(x)) = v(x), then a is an o-homomorphism of G onto G(Py). Since Ker a ф 
Ф G, by 4.3 we have Ker a = {0} and a is injective. Let a(l) = /CQ (ф 0), then 
a(n) = a(l + . . . + 1) = ко . n 
and 
v(x) = cc{w^(x)) = ко . w^{x). 
Since ü is surjective, we have /CQ = 1 and v(x) = w^(^)- Let n e Z+ and let XQE К 
be such that V(XQ) = 1. Then 
wixS + 1) - Î;(XS + 1) = min {i;(xS), t<l)} = 0 
and xl + 1 = a e A, xl = a — 1 E A. Then 
and we have P — Z+. 
We note that we do not know whether (Z, ^ ) satisfies the conditions of Proposi-
tion 4.1 for every directed ordering ^ . It should be observed that if P has exactly 
two atoms, (Z, ^ ) satisfies the conditions of 4.1. 
Indeed, let m^ < m2 be the two atoms in P and set a = m^ + 17X2, ß = n . m^, 
where n is the minimal natural number such that n . m^ > Шз- If j^ > a, we have 
(n — 1) ?7ii > W2, a contradiction with the minimality of n. If j5 -< a, we have 
0 •< (n — 1) mi -< ^ 2 , a contradiction. Thus a || j&. We suppose that there exists 
a A ß. Since m2 e P n [a, ^ ] , we have oc A ß >- m2-> oc A ß -< m^ + m2 and 
nil + m2 — oc A ß e P, 0 < m^ + m2 — oc A ß < ^ i - Since m^ is the least element 
in Z+ contained in P — {0}, we have a contradiction. Now, let £, e P, ^ || a, ß. We 
assume that ^ >- m^, (̂  >• ^2- Then ^ — m^e P and it follows that ä, >- 2mi. By 
induction we may obtain ^y~ km^ for every ke Z+ and hence (̂  > s for every s e Z+, 
a contradiction. Thus, ^ || m^ or £, \\ m2 and (Z, ^ ) satisfies the conditions of 
Proposition 4.1. 
We note that in terms of groups (Z, ^ ) an example of a divisibility group G may 
be constructed for which there exists a nondirected convex subgroup H such that 
GJH is not a group of divisibility. Indeed, let (p^, ..., p„} be a set of prime numbers 
in Z+ and set 
^i = Pi '"Pi-l -Pi+i '•• Pn-
Then the family {m^,.. . , m„} satisfies the conditions of 4.2 and there is a directed 
order relation Ъ on Z with atoms m^, ..., m„. We set 
I 
Я = {(öl , . . . , a „ ) e Z ' ' : a^mi + . . . + a„m„ = 0} . 
Then H is a nondirected convex subgroup in a group (of divisibility) Z" and the 
map 
a : Z"lH ~> (Z, Ъ) 
a((xi, . . . , x„) + Я) = Ximi + . . . + x„m„, 
is an o-isomorphism. Hence, Z"lH is not a group of divisibility. 
Problem. Does there exist a directed partially ordered group which admits a struc­
ture of a d-group and which is not a group of divisibility? 
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